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INSTRUCTIONS
• You must create a piece of music using one of the briefs from the six Areas of Study.
• Your composition is to be submitted as a recording. This is to be accompanied by a 

score, an annotated lead sheet or written account of the piece.
• The piece should be composed for instruments and/or voices as specified by the brief.
• Group compositions are not permitted.

INFORMATION
• The total number of marks available for this paper is 35.
• This document consists of 4 pages. Any blank pages are indicated.
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Choose one of the following briefs.

1 Area of Study 1: Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven

 Compose a set of variations based on your own original theme for a quartet of instruments. The 
piece, which has been privately commissioned by a wealthy benefactor for an important family 
birthday, will be premiered at Hohensalzburg Castle in Salzburg. Instrumentation should reflect 
the traditions and stylistic conventions of the Classical period. 

2 Area of Study 2: Popular Song: Blues, Jazz, Swing and Big Band

 Taking inspiration from any style in this area of study, compose a popular song (no arrangements) 
with instrumental backing, which will form part of a new Broadway musical opening in the summer 
of 2018. The musical will be called, ‘Come Fly with Me’, and will tell the story of Frank Sinatra. You 
may choose any instrumental accompaniment for your song and you can use your own lyrics or 
borrow from existing material. 

3 Area of Study 3: Developments in Instrumental Jazz, 1910 to the present day

 Compose an instrumental jazz-fusion piece for a maximum of five players (no voices), to be 
performed on a live radio talk show. You should draw on styles from this area of study but must 
also include your own original ideas and influences. Amongst the many possibilities from which 
you might choose are world music, rock and pop, or classical music.

4  Area of Study 4: Religious Music of the Baroque Period

 Compose a da capo aria, which will be part of an oratorio to be premiered at the Great Music 
Hall, Dublin. The text should be appropriate for performance at Easter and be taken from an 
original source such as the bible or borrowed from any existing Easter oratorio or passion. Employ 
accompanying forces appropriate to the Baroque era.

5 Area of Study 5: Programme Music, 1820–1910

 Compose an instrumental tone poem to be performed at the opening concert of the Cheltenham 
Book Festival. The venue will be the Pump Room, and this year the Festival will focus on 
nineteenth century literature. The impetus for your composition must be a pre-existing poem or 
novel, which can be from any country. A narrative element to the music should be clearly apparent 
and the piece should use instruments appropriate to the area of study. Tone poems are usually 
scored for symphony orchestra, but you may utilise a smaller ensemble if you wish; a minimum of 
six parts should be used.

6 Area of Study 6: Innovations in Music, 1900 to the present day

 Compose an impressionist piece to celebrate the life of French composer, Claude Debussy 
(1862–1918). Your music will be performed outdoors, under La Grande Roue de Paris, the 
French capital’s equivalent of the London Eye. Your music can be for solo piano or utilise a wider 
ensemble of amplified or acoustic instruments (not voices). 
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whose work is used in this paper.  To avoid the issue of disclosure of answer-related information to candidates, all copyright acknowledgements are reproduced in the OCR Copyright 
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